Handbook for investors
in Russia provides
valuable guidance
IN COOPERATION WITH VARIOUS NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
AND BANKS, TEBODIN HAS COMPOSED A HANDBOOK FOR
INVESTORS, FOR COMPANIES WHO INVESTIGATE MOVING
PRODUCTION TO RUSSIA.
The handbook covers both financial
and technical aspects and describes
the entire process of project
execution in Russia – from first
concept and land-purchasing,
through to commissioning.
‘This handbook is a long-felt need,’
said Ms. Ruslana Turkenova,
Permitting Engineer with Tebodin
in Russia. ‘The majority of foreign
investors feel absolutely disoriented,
dealing with a great number of
Russian legislation, norms and
procedures. In this handbook we
have accumulated our experience;
so investors can perform projects
with confidence and without wasting
time and money.’
Complete coverage

The handbook was initiated by the
Association of Industrial Parks (AIP),
a non-commercial organization
representing 75 industrial parks in
45 regions. The Association states:
‘The book is a guideline that helps
investors to determine the order of
project implementation, being of
especial value when this is their first
project in Russia. It covers both the
pre-construction stage including land
plot selection, design elaboration,
obtaining all permitting
documentation as required by the
Russian legislation, and construction
period, as well as possibilities of the
financial support of new industrial
facilities.’
Dedicated to challenges

Ms. Turkenova explains: ‘The
handbook is dedicated to the
challenges a client may face when
entering the Russian market. It helps
the investors to consider the risks,
which may occur in the course of
project implementation, prior to its
start, providing the key steps of risks
analysis and mitigation.’

Pipe-in-pipe solution safeguards
oldest Dutch oilfield NAM
AS CORROSION OF WASTEWATER PIPES IS THREATENING THE PRODUCTION IN NAM’S SCHOONEBEEK
OILFIELD, A FLEXIBLE PIPE-IN-PIPE SOLUTION IS NOW ABOUT TO SAVE THE INVESTMENT.
NAM (Nederlandse Aardolie
Maatschappij), a joint venture of Shell
and Exxon Mobile, was able to resume
oil extraction in the Dutch Schoonebeek
field in 2011 after a 15-year pause.
New technology, including steam
injection, made it possible to bring out
the especially thick oil of this oldest
field in the Netherlands and extend
production by an expected 25 years.
Schoonebeek wastewater disposal has
been a fast-track project, taking
approximately one year from making
However, safe disposal of wastewater
has since been threatened by microbethe basic choice of method till
induced corrosion of the discharge pipe. resumption of production.
Production was interrupted in 2015 as
Project Manager Mr. Ids Bakker of
NAM and its service partner aQuaintance Tebodin: ‘We are using winches to pull
started the search for a safe and reliable an 8-inch flexible composite pipe into
solution. Currently, that solution is being
the existing 18-inch steel discharge
executed, with production expected to
pipe. The inner pipe is pressure-resistant
resume in September 2016.
up to 80 bar. By applying it pipe-in-pipe,
we are keeping execution time down to
an absolute minimum.’
Long-standing partnership
Flexible composite pipe

Ms. Ruslana Turkenova

Tebodin’s contribution to the
handbook was the technical
element of all project stages,
including a feasibility study
and technical due diligence,
conceptual stage, engineering,
permitting, procurement and
construction. The financial
elements were prepared by the
involved funds, government and
banks, and include state programs
of project support, bank products,
and types of localization for
investors.
Worldwide publication

The handbook was presented to
the participants of the annual AIP
seminar for industrial parks and
industrial park management
companies, with Tebodin
presenting practical examples
of permitting. The printed Russian
edition has been distributed
among 500 members of AIP. In the
future, the handbook for investors
will be published in English,
Korean and Japanese.

More info:
Mr. Mikhail Senichev,
Country Director Russia,
m.senichev@tebodin.ru,
+7 495 258 80 58

Presenting the Handbook at the AIP Seminar in March 2016.

aQuaintance, a partnership between
Engie (former Cofely), A. Hak and Tebodin,
is NAM’s partner in the execution and
servicing of its onshore oil and gas
activities in the Netherlands. The
long-standing relationship translates into
extensive knowledge of the processes
and installations. Finding a solution for

Shell-approved standards

apply the material in projects worldwide.
Similarly, the installation method meets
these high international standards. The
pipe-in pipe installation method on such
scale is the first one worldwide.’
From the start of their search, NAM and
aQuaintance have had swift execution
high on their list of priorities, making this
a construction-driven engineering
project. Ids: ‘Tebodin has provided the
engineering and management of the
project, which has involved a lot of
testing of the work method to ensure it
held up against these high standards.’

Mr. Gert Versteegt, Project Engineer at
NAM: ‘The flexible composite pipe has
been certified for this project according
to the NEN3650 and API17J standards
after it had been qualified according the
Shell Standards. This makes it possible to

Energy efficiency audit for Astellas

RECENTLY, TEBODIN COMPLETED AN ENERGY EFFICIENCY DIRECTIVE (EED) AUDIT AT ASTELLAS IN
THE NETHERLANDS. ASTELLAS VALUED TEBODIN’S KNOWLEDGE OF THE SUBJECT, THEIR EXPERTISE
AND THEIR WORKING PACE AS ‘A GREAT HELP FOR US’.
The European EED establishes a set
of binding measures to help the EU
reach its 20% energy efficiency target
by 2020. Under the directive, in the
Netherlands, larger organizations
(over 250 employees or a € 50 million
turnover or larger) are obliged to
audit their energy consumption.
And so was Astellas.
Innovative and reliable

In the Netherlands, international
pharmaceutical company Astellas
has a production facility in Meppel
and a brand new building, including
a R&D center in Leiden. Astellas’
Safety, Health and Environment
Manager Mr. Fons Harmsen: ‘We
focus on medicines in the areas of
transplantation, urology, pain
management, oncology and antiinfectives. Lately, Astellas focuses
on cell therapy. In the past,

medication was like firing a cannon,
nowadays we are talking microns.
Medication is becoming more
efficient and we have deeper
understanding of their mechanisms
of action.’
Within time

Astellas has a big commitment to
CSR. ‘We have numerous actions
that are part of an integrated CSR
policy’, Harmsen continues. ‘For
example, last year, Tebodin helped
us in a workshop on CO2 reduction
for all of our employees. They left a
good impression. Recently, we were
informed just before the deadline
passed that we needed to
completethe EED audit. I called
my contact at Tebodin and he
arranged that we were granted a
delay. In the meantime Tebodin helped
us to collect the required data.’

Within time

‘A slightly complicating factor in the audit
was that our premises consist of two
types of buildings in one’, says Harmsen.
‘We have six floors of offices and a R&D
center. Both building types are connected
physically but separated technically,
because our laboratory has to meet very
high and specific requirements in terms
of energy reliability. Our offices use a
thermal energy storage system, which
is not suitable for our laboratory. This
complicated the EED audit, but it was no
major problem in a timely completion of
the documentation. We could still hand
in our audit report in time.’

More info:
Mr. Geoffrey van Elderen,
Director Consultancy the Netherlands,
g.vanelderen@tebodin.com,
+31 70 348 09 11

always close
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